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Resource allocation plays a critical role in the
strategic, tactical, and operational planning of the
supply chain. The study focuses on aspects of
resource allocation in the case of pure players,
manufacturers, and Clicks & Mortars that have
launched online sales. These e-retailers offer a
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1

Introduction

The development of online market and e-tailing has
gained acceptance at a rapid pace, given its inherent
advantages over traditional purchase process also due
to in part to the busy mode of living. As predicted by
Andrew J. Berger [1], E-commerce has
fundamentally altered people’s lifestyle and their
*
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wide selection of customized services and so
need an efficient management on every level
and process.
The goal of the research was to explore a concrete
approach to improve customer satisfaction, reduce
costs and risks and to maintain the benefits of eretailers and of its collaborators.
Our contribution is a decision support system and
a tool to improve operational resources allocation
in B2C supply chains. Hence, we started by
modeling operations and the different scenarios.
Then we introduced an optimization model founded
on the analysis of resource allocation in B2C
supply chains and applicable on any B2C eretailer. It helps in choosing the most optimal
resources for each order. The model is based on
a multi-objective optimization approach that takes
into consideration the collaboration of resources
throughout the supply chain operations process
including dynamic costs and collaborator
capabilities as well as associated risks and the
quality of delivered services.

consumption behavior. Likewise, the structure of the
supply chain has also evolved, and several new
functions have taken form such as the e-procurement,
e-ordering, and e-sourcing. New actors/participants
have found their place in this new and evolving
Supply Chain structure. The flexibility of ecommerce allows for a variety of intermediation
aspects such as B2B and B2C marketplaces.
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Additionally, it also allows for disintermediation
from manufacturers like the direct-to-consumer
looking to reach the final consumer directly or
conversely i.e. direct to producer nascent from the
client. With such disintermediation e-retailers are
looking to remove intermediaries who take large
commissions. An example is Amazon in the books
retail sector as it seeks to eliminate the traditional
publishing houses, setting up offers to authors to
publish books easily and inexpensively.
The way of management of the supply chain has also
changed [2, 3]. The performance and sustainability of
e-retailing depends on its capacity to adopt simple,
flexible, inexpensive, and ecological supply chain
processes. In order to maintain a competitive edge
and provide a differentiated offering, E-retailers must
ensure that they provide service diversity and quality
[4 - 6] and they develop the level of trust of their
customers [7]. In ordero maintain the margins and to
be a long-term player, they must strengthen every
link of their supply chains network [8] and manage
well partner relationships and conflicts. So, an
efficient supply chain network implies optimal
allocation and integration of resources [9], such as
banks and cash flow / payment companies, suppliers,
manufacturers and third party logistic companies
(3PL). Selection of the appropriate collaborators
provides the necessary customized services [10] with
less onerous delivery process and leads to higher
customer satisfaction.
Several recent studies have addressed different
aspects of B2C supply chain problems [11 - 21].
However, very little research has attempted to
address the optimization of the of e-commerce
resource allocation [10, 20 - 23].
This paper does take into consideration prior research
and offers for the first time in the literature a general
model for resource allocation at the operational level,
this model is applicable on any B2C e-retailer, it
considers all possible strategies of collaboration,
customization, inventory ownership, management
and preparation of orders, delivery and of returns.
Technically, contrary to the Yao & Gu (2015) model
[20] that imposes the realization of each activity in
the order management cycle using only one
collaborator, the study proposes instead that the
activities (steps) can be decomposed into several
operations. In our proposed model, multiple
resources (internal or external) can cooperate in the
execution of one step if it enables more efficient
results which can be found by applying the model on
one of the new optimization approaches like
ASAPSPSA method [24].

Our model incorporates the specificities and
characteristics of both the online shopping and the
online seller. The online seller is assumed to be a
manufacturer, a click and mortar or a pure player
(Figure 1). We also consider the option to have
orders that are urgent and have pre-determined fixed
deadlines. We provide customization options of the
provided products and services. We incorporate
dynamic costs of activities that depend on the season
of its elaboration and on both the value and frequency
of all activities allocated to the executer and to its
partners.

2

Patterns and trends

To achieve a general model of B2C supply chain
resource allocation, it was necessary to bundle all
scenarios and logistics practices of electronic traders,
hence the interest of this part.
The structure of the global supply chain has evolved
with on-going developments in e-commerce (Figure
1), to take many forms and the customer now has
options to purchase from multiple available channels.
Several scenarios are therefore possible for
collaboration to conduct commerce to process and
service between the e-retailer and the customers.
The actual products can be warehoused by the eretailer or its supplier or both. In the first case,
products can be:
- warehoused in the e-retailer warehouses alongside
traditional sales or dedicated to online shopping only.
This model would lead to a higher performance, but
it requires a larger investment.
-or stored in the e-retailer stores in the case of a click
and mortar retailer. This model shortens the
processing cycle time but generates inventory
holding costs. The outstanding question is how
critical is the delivery time.
The order pickup can be performed by the e-retailer
or by the suppliers. Obviously, decisions regarding
the inventory ownership affect the order of
preparation because it should be executed where the
stocks are located.
Later, the allocation of assembling executer is also
strongly impacted by previous decisions. The order
can be assembled in the supplier or retailer or thirdparty platforms. In fact, if the pickup takes place at
the retailer warehouses or stores, assembly of the
order will be held in its platforms. However, if the
pickup is in the supplier's, orders can be assembled
either by the supplier or in the warehouse of the
retailer or of the third party.
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Figure 1. The global supply chain integrating e-commerce players.
Finally, the delivery can be accomplished by the
retailer, the third party or the supplier. The last case
is known by ‘the drop shipping’ where the supplier
is responsible for all the order processing.
The delivery process is a vital element in B2C
supply chains [4, 18, 25] that had considerably
evolved. Now we talk about:
-Pick up in-store: the clicks and Mortars choose to
take advantage of the densities of their stores'
network. Then they offer home delivery as they
suggest the pick-up in-stores or the drive-through.
-Warehouse preparation and home delivery.
-Depot-pickup: Preparation in depots and pick-up:
customers pick up their orders from depots.
-Delivery to relay points: customers pick up their
order from a local store: grocery store, gas station,
dry cleaners ... Those points usually offer wide
ranges of opening hours and the customer is
notified of arrival of the order by SMS, a call, email
or even by voice message.
-The lockers: automatic system that allows the
customer to pick up his purchases twenty-four
seven.
-City logistics and urban distribution centers.

From all these trends and practices B2C supply
chain structures can be summarized in two basic
models, where Model 1 is the order pickup in
warehouses (Figure 2), and Model 2 is for order
pickup in stores which is adopted by clicks and
mortars (Figure 3).
2.1 Discussion
It’s realized that in all these scenarios, operations
are the same and business processes do not change.
Sourcing, order preparation, assembly, packaging,
delivery, return, payment are the main activities in
the B2C order management cycle. Except that
according to the nature of sellers, orders, and the
products offered, it is possible that some
transactions do not exist or that others may be
added. For example, a manufacturer could allow a
consumer to customize its product, as a florist
allows a customer to virtually create a bouquet.
Product customization process will be added which
may not exist in other B2C supply chains.
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Inventory
ownership:
The supplier

Direct delivery by the
supplier (drop shipping)

Grouping items per
customer and final delivery
by the e-retailer or a 3PL

The order pickup in
warehouses

Delivery by the e-retailer
Inventory
ownership:
The e-retailer

Figure 2. Order pickup in warehouses.

Figure 3. Modeling of the order store picking.

Delivery delegation to a 3PL
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So, a conceptual model for the global B2C supply
chain including all the cases can be created.
However, what is multiplying structures is the
variation of the places where these activities are
developed and the diversity of possible resources and
executors witch all are strategically chosen. The big
concern is to have powerful and properly optimized
supply chain structures which requires assignment of
tasks and processes to the most appropriate
executors. The selection of those collaborators does
not end at the strategic level but must be extended to
the operational one which becomes a very critical
level of decision. Because of the B2C retailing
constraints, the customer requests incertitude, the
multiple delivery destinations, the necessity of the
multiplication of customized services, the customer
requirements, the conditions of each collaborators,
the variation in costs of operations for order
processing and the products diversity…

3

Optimization method

3.1 Assumptions
An order contains information about ordered
products: References, quantities, packaging,
payment, shipping address: home, relay point, drivethrough, etc. and type of delivery: urgent, in time
slots, fixed deadline or hybrid order deadlines (in the
same order, products can have different types of
deliveries) (Figure 4).
Usually on online purchase, the customer hopes to
have the order in the time that suits him and in the
desired place. Some orders might be urgent, the
customer can even pay more, and his only concern is
to be delivered as soon as possible. In some cases, the
customer is seeking to get the order at a specific time,
being delivered later or earlier will not be
appreciated.

Figure 4. E-supply Chain diagram.
While in other cases, the customer requires time
ranges for delivery. In this case, the deadline is not
fixed but it’s in a time window. For example, during
home deliveries, the customer may not be available
all day at home. If the time ranges are not respected,

home delivery can fail, and the carrier must come
back with the risk of failing again. We consider only
urgent orders and those with specific deadlines in our
model.
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To build the optimization model for allocating
resources in a B2C e-commerce context of
personalized services, we made the following
assumptions:
I is the number of the unprocessed orders of B2C eretailer in the period T and i is the index of each order;
i= (1, 2... I).
ts is the time of start of operations to meet these
orders.
K is the number of steps to fulfill an order and k is
the index of each step.
N k is the number of cooperators who can participate
to accomplish the step k and r is the index of each
cooperator.
N is the number of the e-retailer's cooperators, r = (1,
2... N). Rk  r  is a function such as Rk  r   1 if

It is supposed that the maximum processing cost
expected by the e-retailer for k of step i is Ceki .

one of r activities matches with operations in the step
k, otherwise Rk  r   0 . Thereby,

rN

R  r  
k

Nk

r 1

.
A step can be accomplished by one or many
collaborators. In order to not repeat the same
operations of the step k of the order i, we will call
sub-steps according to the specifications and needs of
the order i and the overall conditions. So, every step
k of the order i is composed of J ki operations.

jki is the index of each operation in the step k of the

order i: jki  1, 2,, J ki 

Figure 5. Example of parallel operations.

TDi is the maximum time specified by the e-retailer
for processing the order i.
T jki r is the time that the collaborator r needs for
processing the operation jki .

Tejki r is the collaborator expected time for the
processing of the operation jki .

The operation jki can be executed by only one
cooperator.
A cooperator can make several operations in several
stages. The operations in the step k of the order i can
be:
 Serial operation if every ( jki +1) can only
start when the jki operation is completed.


Parallel if the operations are independent
(Figure 5).
If there is hybrid in one step, there are sSerial and
parallel operations. (Figure 6)
C jki r is jki processing cost of the collaborator r. It’s
a function which depends on the period where jki is
processed, the other operations that r will be
responsible for in a given period and the selection of
other collaborators with whom it is going to
participate in the order processing.

Figure 6. Example of hybrid operations.

Tki is the step k processing time by the selected
collaborators.
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Teki is the expected time for step k processing by
selected collaborators. We suppose that it is equal to
zero when the order is urgent.
 is a coefficient of tolerance related to time, in case
of an unexpected event during orders processing.
 j jki is a variable such as j = (1, 2 …, J ki ),

 j j  1 if j  jki or j is serial with jki , else
ki

 j j = 0.
ki

The minimum required quality for the operation jki

Max F2 

N

K

R jki r is the e-retailer collaboration risk to choose the
collaborator r to do the operation jki and Rcjki r is r

choose r for the processing of jki and Rk  r   1
otherwise g jki r  0 .

(2)

K

I


  Teki


(3)

N

R

jki r

g jki r

(4)

(5)

Rcjki r  Rcmax jki r

(6)

Qminjki  Q jki r

(7)

J ki

I

N

 A
jki 1 i 1 r 1

N

jki r

J ki

 g

jki r

 J ki

jki r

1

r 1 jki 1
N

g
r 1

g jki r  Akr

(8)

(9)

(10)

 J ki N
Tki  Max jj1J ki  T jki r g jki r  j jki
 j 1 r 1
 ki





(11)

If the order i is urgent:
K

3.2 Optimization model

T  1    T
ki

The optimization model is using the following
objective functions:

Min F1 

g jki r

Bcmin jki r  Bcjki r

Rcmax jki r is the r maximal acceptable collaboration risk

g jki r is a variable such as g jki r  1 if the e-retailer

jki r

Subject to:

collaboration risk to execute the operation jki and
for jki processing.

J ki

jki 1 k 1 i 1 r 1

operation jki and Bcmin jki r is the minimal acceptable

needed capacity to process jki by the collaborator r.

B

   J ki N
i 1 k 1  T j r g j r  j j
ki
ki
 j 1 r 1 ki
 ki

period where jki is processed, the other operations
that r will be responsible for in a given period and the
selection of other collaborators with whom it is going
to participate in the order processing.
Bcjki r is r collaboration benefit for processing the

Akr is r collaboration capacity for the step k in the
period of processing of the I orders and A jki r is the

N

Max jj1J ki

B jki r is the collaborative expected benefit of the e-

benefit by r to do the operation jki .

I

Min F3 

Min F4 

retailer if he chose the collaborator r for the
processing of jki , this function also depends on the

K

jki 1 k 1 i 1 r 1

is Qminjki and the quality that can provide r for jki is

Q jki r .

J ki

J ki

K

I

Di

(12)

k 1

If the order i has a fixed deadline:

N

C
jki 1 k 1 i 1 r 1

jki r

g jki r

(1)

K

TDi 1     Tki  TDi 1   
k 1

(13)
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J ki

K

N

C
jki 1 k 1 r 1

jki r

g jki r 

K

C

eki

(14)

k 1

Such as:

g jki r  1or 0 ; Rk  r   1or 0 ;  j jki  1or 0 ;

i  1, 2, , I ; r = 1, 2, …, N; jki  1, 2,, J ki  ;

k  1, 2,, K  .
3.3 Model interpretation and analysis
We consider that the cost of each step is dynamic
because the cost of an operation depends on the time
and the season of its elaboration. For example, night
work and holidays costs are necessarily higher and
costs in the highest retail sale days, like Black Fridays
and Cyber Mondays, must be different from the costs
of low seasons. The objective function (1) is for the
minimization of total cost order operations
processing in a period T. The cost of an operation
depends also on the value and quantity of all
operations that the e-retailer allocates to its
collaborator and its partners around a period
determined by both. This cost can be influenced by
the other resource allocation decisions; for
collaborators, contributing in the treatment of a
process with a competitor partner is preferable and
could be cheaper. For example, physical transactions
and information sharing between the concurrent
carriers, which share resources such as trucks,
warehouses, and cross docking distribution systems
are easier, more fluid and can be less expensive than
when they are treating a process with a non-partner
concurrent.
The benefit is the margin between the cost and the
price, so it is also a dynamic function that depends on
the time operations processing and processes that
collaborators and their partners will be instructed to
do together in a given period. The objective function
(2) maximizes the benefits of the e-retailer.
For urgent orders, it is needed to minimize all steps
of processing time, but if they have a specific
deadline, it’s needed to minimize the difference
between the expected time and the actual time. The
orders' processing time optimization function
(function (3)), considers the two cases.
The objective function (4) seeks to reduce the eretailer collaborative risks and the formula (5) is the
collaborator benefit constraints to ensure its

satisfaction and the formula (6) as the risk constraint
collaborator.
The quality provided by the selected collaborator
must be higher or equal to the minimum quality
required by the e-retailer, so we added the formula
(7) for the quality constraint.
When choosing collaborators for an operation, it is
needed to check the capacity dimension and consider
the other operations affected to him for the period of
this operation processing. The formula (8) is the
capacity constraint; a collaborator chosen to handle
similar or different operations of one or several
orders that must have the ability to execute all these
operations.
The constraints (9) (10) ensure that each step will be
executed and each operation will be done by only one
employee, thereby guaranteeing that the same
operation and processes will not be repeated.
For urgent orders, the duration of the order
processing should not exceed the deadline set by the
e-retailer with a tolerance time, the formula (11) is its
deadline constraint.
The formula (12) is the deadline constraint for fixed
shipping deadline orders. The duration of the order
processing should not come out of an interval set by
the e-retailer to deliver in the expected time by the
customer. Delivering the order too earlier or too late
can be a non-quality indicator. Finally, the formula
(13) ensures that the order cost will not exceed the
cost expected by the e-retailer.
By considering all those constraints the proposed
operational model can be applied to any B2C supply
chain regardless the nature of the seller, the marketed
products, the services offered, and all possible
patterns and strategies.

4

Conclusion

Today’s B2C companies offer customized services
according to customer's needs to find their viability
in markets dominated by oversupply, hyper
competition, and uncertain volatile demand. They are
under the obligation to integrate the consumer within
the design of products, to deliver him wherever and
whenever he wants to for the lower cost and to
provide customer support. In this paper, we propose
an optimization model for allocating resources,
regardless of the seller's nature, the retailed products,
and the services offered. We consider various aspects
and characteristics of the B2C supply chain. We also
include orders with urgent and specific deadline., The
case of delivery time slots deadlines will be held in
our upcoming researches. Furthermore, we take into
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account that each order processing step can be
executed by one or many resources (internal or
external collaborators) and, depending on many
factors, it can be decomposed into many parallel,
serial or hybrid activities. Finally, our optimization
model is also based on dynamic costs, service quality,
and collaborator capacities and risks.

Future works and research direction
For future work, we intend to apply this model to pure
player, manufacturer, and Clicks & Mortar e-retailers
and analyze the specificities of each case of study.
Then, by using these results and by combining Nash
equilibrium and Blockchain technology, we intend to
realize an improved strategic and operational
efficient B2C resource allocation system.
Based on the new reviewed papers and on the new
management trends and technologies, an important
future research direction is proposed: Blockchain and
smart contracts are applied on the B2C supply chains,
since the experts of this technologies promise not
only highly secure cash and information flows but
also agile and low cost logistic processes.
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